
Identity – Introduces students to more challenging texts than those they have experienced previously, through exploring opening chapters from seminal 19th & 20th

century prose texts to help prepare for the study of full texts as they progress through Y7 and beyond; develops awareness of self identity and how identities are

constructed; builds confidence in expressing students’ own viewpoints; introduces basic reading and writing skills. (Reading: I; E/EQ; WT; LA; Z and Writing: EO; C; SET)

Society – Develops knowledge of a wider range of texts by introducing poetry, play extracts and non-fiction; explores the origins of literature to underpin studies of

future units in Y7 and beyond; explores important contexts to build cultural capital and develop an appreciation of how literature helps us understand the wider world;

introduces more challenging reading and writing skills. (Reading: CON; Z; Writing: GAP; WT)

Power & Conflict – Builds on the previous two units by studying a full prose text from a canonical author (Animal Farm by George Orwell); links to ideas of self & group

identities and societal structures; considers the use and abuse of power by individuals, groups and society; consolidates learning of previous reading/writing skills and

introduces more challenging ones. (Reading: CON; LA; CM and Writing: GAP; WT)

Relationships – As poetry is more challenging, this unit is later in the year when students have developed their core reading skills; builds on the knowledge/skills and

themes developed in previous units such as identities, class, dynamics within relationships, use & abuse of power; introduces more culturally diverse texts in preparation

for study in later years. Introduction to descriptive writing consolidates skills from narrative writing unit and allows students to experiment with a different form. (Reading:
WT; Z; LA; Writing: AV; EO; SET; SO)

Morality – A more challenging and complex concept, so this is introduced later in the year. Study of two short stories to generate discussions around morality and ethics,
making connections to all other units studied previously in Y7, as well as to wider society; introduces more challenging writing skills and consolidates those studied in

previous units. (Reading: EV; WT)

Appearance & Reality – Shakespeare can be challenging for students, so it is the last unit studied in Y7, by which time they will be practised in the core reading skills
required to access his work; prepares students for the study of a full Shakespeare play in Y8; Shakespeare’s writing links to all the other big ideas, so enables students
to consolidate all Y7 learning. (Reading: CON; SUM)

Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 7 English Curriculum 

By the end of Y7 we expect students to be developing a good knowledge and understanding of the big ideas and how these relate to

texts and the wider world.  Also, they will have built a solid foundation of core reading and writing skills. 1



RELATIONSHIPS: POETRY about relationships
You will explore the key theme of relationships, in particular ideas about family, friendship and love, through the study of a range of poems
from different contexts. You will use the poems as a stimulus for developing descriptive writing skills, with a focus on developing a more
sophisticated and ambitious vocabulary, and crafting sentences in a varied way.
SKILLS: Reading: WT; Z; LA and Writing: AV; EO; SET; SO

MORALITY: 'The Monkey’s Paw'; 'Lamb to the Slaughter'; Fake News
You will explore a range of texts under the umbrella of ‘Morality’, engaging in debates about the difference between right and wrong,
ethical decisions and greed. You will have opportunities to develop your ability to articulate a viewpoint both verbally and in writing.
SKILLS: Reading: WT; EV

APPEARANCE AND REALITY: INTRODUCTION TO SHAKESPEARE: Context and A Midsummer Night’s Dream
You will learn about Shakespeare’s background, the Globe and the Elizabethan/Jacobean eras and their beliefs and values. You will study
extracts from a play, becoming familiar with Shakespearean language/play conventions, and ideas about deception and gender roles.
SKILLS: Reading: CON; SUM

IDENTITY: WORLD LITERATURE - OPENING CHAPTERS: Jane Eyre; Great Expectations; I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings; Things Fall Apart
You will explore characterisation, setting and the key theme of self-identity, while making links to life in the 19th and 20th centuries in the
UK and other countries, plus consider wider issues such as heritage, cultural identity and values. You will also have the opportunity to
develop creative writing skills, focusing on crafting your own novel opening.
SKILLS: Reading: I; E/EQ; WT; LA; Z and Writing: EO; C; SET

SOCIETY: FOUNDATIONS OF LITERATURE: Ancient Greece; Ancient Rome, The Bible; Chaucer; Fifteenth Century Writers
You will explore social and historical contexts, as well as a range of genres and texts to develop a solid understanding of the foundations
and conventions of literature, and how they reflect our ever-changing society.
SKILLS: Reading: CON; Z and Writing: GAP; WT

English Curriculum Subject on a Page: Year 7 

The study of these opening chapters will set up analytical
skills for studying foundations of literature and Animal
Farm; 19th century short stories in Y8; seminal world
literature in Y9 and the C19th /modern texts at GCSE.

Learning in English this year: Curriculum links:

This unit underpins all subsequent units, allowing you to
understand how literature has changed and evolved. You
will study Romanticism in Y8 and Victorian literature in Y9,
laying a solid foundation for GCSE literature texts.

POWER & CONFLICT: MODERN FICTION: Animal Farm
You will study a whole novel, exploring ideas about group and individual power, corruption and hierarchy. You will also have the
opportunity to study political speeches, inspirational and corrupt leaders, and dystopia as a genre.
SKILLS: Reading: CON; LA; CM and Writing: GAP; WT

This will further consolidate skills needed to analyse prose
in KS3/4. Continued exploration of the theme of power
and conflict through speeches and creative writing in Y8
and power and conflict poetry/Shakespeare in Y9/GCSE.

This unit develops necessary skills for analysing poetry and
builds a foundation for Romanticism in Year 8 and power
and conflict poetry in Y9/GCSE. The theme of relationships
is explored through prose and plays in Y8/Y9 and GCSE.

This unit prepares you for the study/writing of fiction and
non-fiction texts, particularly for English language at GCSE.
The theme of morality is explored further in C19th short
stories in Y8, and Shakespeare plays in Y9/GCSE.

This unit builds the foundation for further study of
Shakespeare in each subsequent year, building your
confidence to access his plays/poetry and language, and
have a sound understanding of contextual significances.

Student name: ______________________________________________ Reviewed by parent/carer:__________________________________
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Appearance & Reality – Having studied contexts and short extracts of Shakespeare’s work in Y7, students are now ready to study a full play; a comedy introduces them to a

different sub-genre than the one they will focus on in future years (tragedy), thus expanding their knowledge of the work of this seminal writer; themes in these comedies, such as

gender politics, familial conflict and the use/abuse of power, build on the previous morality/identity unit and prepares students to explore these themes from different angles in

future Y8 units and beyond. It also enables further practise of inference/interpretative skills from the previous unit and introduces comparative skills. (Reading AI; CO)

Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 8 English Curriculum 

Morality & Identity – Builds on students’ understanding of morality and identity explored throughout Y7, whilst also introducing key themes to be studied in future Y8 units, i.e.

conflict within relationships, deception, class, love, justice and ethics; develops cultural capital by building on pre-19th century contexts studied in Y7 to expand understanding of

19th century society, genres and mores, some of which are also relevant to the Romanticism unit later in Y8, as well as at Y9 and beyond; develops more challenging reading and

writing skills. Descriptive writing unit builds on skills established in Y7 and provides opportunities to add more sophistication to their creative responses. (Reading: AI; LA; SA; EQ

andWriting: SI; WT; MA)

Relationships – Building on the previous historically-focused units in Y8, these fiction extracts explore relationships and ideas (with links to morality and identity) from a more

modern perspective, i.e. coming of age, family relationships, class and race, in order to broaden understanding of these big ideas and how they relate to the wider world; exposes

students to the conventions and structures of challenging fiction texts, to complement the play and short stories studied previously in Y8; develops students’ proficiency in

inference/interpretative skills. Narrative writing with a focus on characterisation enables students to hone their craft in this area. (Reading: AI; EV; LA; SA and Writing: C; DT; AV)

Society – Having previously studied short stories, a play and a novel in Y8, students now broaden their range of texts to focus on poetry; builds on themes developed so far in Y7

and Y8, specifically, self-expression/identity, love, societal changes, use & abuse of power, and nature; its late 18th/early 19th century context also fits chronologically with the next

stage of the ‘foundations of literature’ unit studied in Y7, and prepares students for encountering the sonnet form and Romantic poetry in Y9 and at GCSE.; introduces more complex

reading skills associated with these forms of poetry. (Reading: LA, SA; CON; Z and Writing: GAP; WT)

Power & Conflict – Although all other Y8 units incorporate writing and non-fiction, it is the main focus of this final unit. so students are able to hone some key writing skills; the

themes/ideas covered previously, together with a range of fiction and non-fiction extracts studied here, develop students’ knowledge, cultural capital and skills to enable them to

produce an extended piece of writing and verbal presentation expressing their point of view on a specific aspect of power and conflict; develops proficiency in specific writing skills

in order to do so. (Reading: CO; WT and Writing: GAP; WT; TO; V)

By the end of Y8 we expect students to have broadened and extended their knowledge and understanding of the big ideas and how these relate to 

texts and the wider world.  They will be more proficient in core reading and writing skills, including being able to express multiple interpretations, 

and will have a grasp of more challenging skills.
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MORALITY/IDENTITY: 19TH CENTURY SHORT STORIES: ‘The Judge’s House’; ‘The Necklace’
You will read and analyse a collection of short stories, considering the self; values and power dynamics. This unit will include exploration of
contextual significances of C19th texts and will encourage debate and alternative interpretations. You will also analyse an extract from
Frankenstein and write your own descriptions, with a focus on sensory imagery, and a range of techniques to develop mood and
atmosphere.
SKILLS: Reading: AI; LA; SA; EQ and Writing: SI; WT; MA

RELATIONSHIPS: PROSE: Extracts from novels/short stories and narrative writing
You will explore the key theme of relationships through the study of a range of fiction texts. This unit will further consolidate the skills you 
learned in Year 7 when studying Animal Farm and strengthen your understanding of the narrative form and novel conventions. You will 
apply this understanding to develop your creative writing skills by producing narrative writing, with a focus on characterisation.
SKILLS: Reading: AI; EV; LA; SA and Writing: C; DT; AV

APPEARANCE AND REALITY: SHAKESPEARE: Twelfth Night; Much Ado About Nothing or The Tempest
You will have the opportunity to study a full Shakespeare play, considering how the theme of deception is explored within the text. This unit
will allow you to further develop your understanding of Shakespearean language, plus acquire more knowledge of the comedy genre. You
will develop your ability to offer alternative interpretations and be introduced to comparison skills.
SKILLS: Reading: AI; CO

SOCIETY: POETRY: Sonnets and Romanticism
You will learn about the origins of the sonnet form, as well as about Romanticism (a key movement in the 19th century), and the beliefs and
values of their writers. You will study a range of different types of sonnets and Romantic poetry, exploring how ideas such as gender, the
sublime and man’s relationship with nature are expressed by various writers and poets. You will also consider the influence of contextual
significances on literary texts.
SKILLS: Reading: LA; SA; CON; Z and Writing: GAP; WT

English Curriculum Subject on a Page: Year 8 

This unit lays the foundations for study of C19th texts in Y9
and GCSE, creating a strong understanding of this era. The
challenging analytical skills will ensure that you sensitively
tackle texts with complex themes, such as seminal world
literature and modern drama in Y9 and at GCSE.

Learning in English this year: Curriculum links:

This unit builds on the introduction to Shakespeare in Y7,
covering more challenging concepts and ensuring higher
level analytical thinking. You will develop understanding of
how Shakespeare explores the theme of appearance and
reality, and will be able to apply this to modern drama in
Y9, as well as the Shakespearean tragedy texts at GCSE.

POWER & CONFLICT: NON-FICTION
In this unit you will analyse a range non-fiction texts and use the ideas you gain here to successfully produce your own piece of writing, with 
a focus on conflict and building tension. You will analyse the work of highly influential speakers such as Martin Luther King, and Malala 
Yousafzai. To supplement this unit, you will learn about language and power – how both the written and spoken word can be used 
positively and negatively for different purposes, and implementing this knowledge in your own writing.
Reading: CO; WT and Writing: GAP; WT; TO; V

This unit allows you to explore how a wider range of
relationships are explored in a different genre, building
on your poetry unit in Y7 and preparing you for the more
complex relationships explored in seminal world literature
in Y9 and the literature texts at GCSE.

This unit will ensure you have a sound knowledge of
Romanticism, which will be explored further in Y9 and at
GCSE through poems such as ‘The Prelude’ and
‘Ozymandias’. Strong understanding of the sonnet form
and poetic techniques will build confidence in tackling
poetry at GCSE.

This unit encompasses a range of skills, preparing you for
analysing and comparing non-fiction texts, and developing
creativity and originality of thought for both fiction and
non-fiction writing in Y9 and at GCSE. The study of
language and power will develop the awareness and insight
needed to tackle non-fiction extracts. in Y9 and at GCSE.

Student name: ______________________________________________                                                                 Reviewed by parent/carer: __________________________________
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Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 9 English Curriculum 

Relationships – Having studied seminal prose texts from different eras in Y7 and Y8, students now expand their repertoire by exploring a whole novel from another culture

(Purple Hibiscus, Of Mice and Men or To Kill a Mockingbird); builds on the historical & social contexts studied in previous years and provides a foundation for future study in Y9

and beyond of more challenging themes such as poverty, authoritarianism, disenfranchisement, persecution, politics and religion; includes a sub-unit on language and gender to

enhance analytical skills and understanding when studying Shakespeare, modern plays and Victorian literature later in Y9 and at GCSE; introduces more evaluative reading skills

and aspirational writing skills required for GCSE study. (Reading: B, WM; CON)

• Power & Conflict – These poems and non-fiction texts deepen knowledge and develop understanding of themes such as power, authority, society and war from previous units and 
also link in the calendar to Remembrance day; develops understanding of Romantic ideas of nature and the self studied in Y8; the cultural diversity of these texts builds on the 
previous Y9 unit, continues to develop cultural capital and makes links to the wider world; introduces new evaluative skills and practises ones from unit 1. (Reading: SY; EV; B; W 
and Writing: S; EE; WT; ST)

Morality – Study of a more challenging Shakespeare play builds on knowledge and understanding of previous Y9 themes, specifically gender roles, persecution, disenfranchise-

ment, political authority, and use & abuse of power; makes links to play conventions from Y7 & Y8 units and further prepares students for the demands of Shakespeare study at 

GCSE; previous Y9 language & gender unit deepens analysis and inferences on gender aspects of the play; evaluative skills continue to be practised and a developed 

appreciation of ethics & morality enables an extended piece of writing on this subject to be created that links to the wider world. (Reading: EV; B; Writing: F; JO; V; DM)

Identity/Appearance & Reality – Study of a modern play enables students to compare and contrast its conventions with the Shakespeare play covered in the previous unit and in

Y8, highlighting both the effects of stagecraft and contextual differences between eras; challenging themes in these plays, such as sexual jealousy, disenfranchisement, loyalty

within communities, class divisions, self-expression, power dynamics, gender politics and the value of education link to previous Y9 units and help to prepare for study of these

challenging themes in GCSE texts; exposes students to some of the complexities evident in these big ideas to deepen their overall understanding of both literature and wider

society; continues to practise evaluative skills to help students articulate their views on these ideas. (Reading: EV; B; CON; SA; LQ)

Society – This last unit in Y9 on Victorian literature and descriptive writing is the final preparation for students as they transition to GCSE, where the first text they will study is the

19th century novel (alongside English Language Paper 1), which builds on reading & writing skills and contextual and thematic knowledge covered previously (prior to and including

Y9), in order to ensure that students are fully prepared for the demands of GCSE study. (Reading: SY; LQ and Writing: COM; DT)

By the end of Y9 we expect students to have extensive knowledge, appreciation and understanding of all big ideas and how these relate to texts 

and the wider world.  They will have embedded a wide range of the reading and writing skills required to maximise their future potential.
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IDENTITY/APPEARANCE AND REALITY: PLAY: Educating Rita; A View from the Bridge;
You will develop your understanding of dramatic and genre conventions of modern plays. You will explore themes of cultural, personal and 
social identity, alongside issues of change, development and growth.
SKILLS: Reading: EV; B; CON; SA; LQ

SOCIETY: 19TH CENTURY LITERATURE: Victorian Era
You will explore the social and historical context of the Victorian era, as well as a range of texts and genres, to develop a solid
understanding of the foundations and conventions of literature, and how they reflect our ever-changing society. You will also have the
opportunity to finetune your descriptive writing skills, focusing on ensuring your writing is more convincing and compelling
SKILLS: Reading: SY; LQ and Writing: COM; DT

RELATIONSHIPS: SEMINAL WORLD LITERATURE: Of Mice and Men; To Kill a Mockingbird; Purple Hibiscus; Remembrance
You will study an influential and important novel and will explore ideas about different types of relationship, in particular exploring ideas of 
power, duty, expectations, loyalty, friendship and status, in diverse geographical and time contexts.
SKILLS: Reading B; WM; CON

English Curriculum Subject on a Page: Year 9 

This unit cements the understanding of how writers’
methods deliver complex messages introduced in the
chapter openings and modern novel in Y7 and developed in
the C19th short stories in Y8. The understanding of how big
ideas are crafted by writers is crucial for the examination of
all GCSE literature texts.

Learning in English this year: Curriculum links:

MORALITY: SHAKESPEARE: The Merchant of Venice; Coriolanus; Julius Caesar
You will consolidate your prior learning about Shakespeare and the conventions of his plays through the study of one of his morally complex 
texts. You will evaluate issues of power, justice and status. You will also explore important ethical issues in your own writing, honing your 
ability to express a powerful viewpoint in writing.
SKILLS: Reading: EV; B Writing; F; JO; V; DM

This unit consolidates knowledge of the evolution of English
literature, building upon prior learning in Y7 of the
foundations of Literature and Y8 Romanticism. This also lays
a solid foundation for the study of GCSE literature texts,
particularly for the study of the C19th novel.

Student name: ______________________________________________                                                                 Reviewed by parent/carer:__________________________________

The unit builds upon the introduction to Shakespeare
studied in Y7 and the comedy play studied in Y8. You will
also hone the writing skills learned in the Y7 morality and
the Y8 power and conflict units. This learning will prepare
you for the GCSE Shakespearean tragedy play and the
English Language writing components.

This unit will build upon your understanding of the dramatic
form from your study of Shakespeare’s plays in Y7, Y8 and
the previous unit and develop your understanding of genre
conventions in preparation for the study of your GCSE
Shakespeare play.
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POWER & CONFLICT: POETRY: AQA Anthology Poems; Language and Gender; and Narrative Writing
You will evaluate the key themes of power and conflict, in particular ideas about the abuse of power, the power of nature, art and literature 
and conflicts in the human and natural world, through the study of a range of poems from different contexts. You will also learn how power 
dynamics and gender can affect interactions, and influence written and spoken language. Furthermore, this unit will also help you develop 
your ability to structure a piece of narrative writing, using complex and effective techniques.
SKILLS: Reading SY; EV; B; WM and Writing: S; EE; WT;ST

This unit builds upon the power and conflict concepts
studied in ‘Animal Farm’ in Y7, the non-fiction extracts and
the study of Romanticism in Y8. It will also develop the skills
of poetry analysis, acquired in Y7 and Y8, by introducing a
new skill of synthesis between different poems, in
preparation for the further study of this anthology at GCSE.



Sequencing of GCSE – English Language (Years 10 and 11)

By the end of Y11 we expect students to have a strong command of the reading, writing and oracy skills that they need to enable them to succeed in their lives after 
school. They will also have extensive knowledge, appreciation and understanding of all six big ideas and how these relate to the wider world and their place in it.

English Curriculum 

Revision of all skills (personalised by teachers to meet students' needs), in order to prepare them for the demands of their GCSE exam and their lives after school.

Trial Exam & Feedback – Paper 1 – Having embedded their understanding of the above skills, students now practise responding to questions on these in exam conditions, in order to inform both them and their teachers of 

gaps in their knowledge & understanding and areas for future revision. (All skills listed above)

Spoken Language Presentation – As students often find this unit quite daunting, it is completed towards the end of year 10, when they have got to know both their peers and their teacher, so are therefore more comfortable

in expressing their views in front of them; focuses on students expressing themselves effectively using skills that they have developed over the last 4 years; the six big ideas studied since Y7 enable greater understanding

of important world-wide issues, thus offering inspiration for topics for these presentations, the completion of which is a valuable life skill; also allows them to practise their non-fiction writing skills in preparation for further

development of these in the next unit. (Writing: DM, EE, EO, F, GAP, JO, S, V; Aspire: COM, TO)

Descriptive and Narrative Writing (Paper 1) – As writing skills are core to developing communication skills for students’ future, this first unit gives them dedicated time to re-visit and practise some key creative writing skills;

focuses on structure and incorporating more challenging writers' techniques. (Writing: C, EE, EO, S, SET, SI, WT, + all SPaG; Aspire: AV, DT, COM)

Fiction Reading Skills (Paper 1) – Having developed their writing skills in the previous unit, students now develop their understanding of how to analyse these skills in fiction texts; extends proficiency developed over the last

three years by taking a more detailed analytical and evaluative approach; includes study of a range of extracts in order to develop knowledge and understanding of how writers construct texts and use various techniques

for effect; develops inference skills, cultural capital and understanding/knowledge of big ideas through discussions on issues raised during the study of these extracts. (Reading: CM, EV, E, I, LA, SA, WT, Z; Aspire: AI)

Revision – Fiction Reading and Writing Skills (Paper 1) – Consolidates knowledge of the above skills through practice papers and exemplars; develops an understanding of the connections between reading and writing 

skills. (All skills listed above)

Non-Fiction Reading & Writing Skills (Paper 2) – Builds on skills practised in the previous S&L unit and throughout years 7-9; develops proficiency in comparison/synthesising, discussing writers' perspectives and writing to

express a point of view, as well as the inference and analytical skills developed in the study of fiction texts; builds cultural capital and understanding/knowledge of all big ideas through discussions on issues raised during the

study of a range of diverse extracts. (Reading: CO, CM, E, I, LA, WM, WT, Z; Aspire: AI, EV, SY; Writing: V, GAP. EO, EE, F, S, JO, DM, CA, SO, ST; Aspire AV, TO, COM + all SPaG skills)

Fiction Reading & Writing Skills (Paper 1) – Revision of all skills listed above through full papers and exemplars; focuses on proficiency through practice. (All skills listed above)

Fiction & Non-Fiction Reading & Writing Skills (Papers 1 & 2) – Revision of all skills through full papers and exemplars; focuses on proficiency through practice. (All skills listed above)

Trial Exams & Feedback – Papers 1 & 2 – Having now gained proficiency in all skills across both papers, students practise responding to questions on these in exam conditions. This will inform both them and their teachers of 

gaps in knowledge & understanding and areas for revision. (All skills listed above)
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Sequencing of GCSE – English Literature (Years 10 and 11)

The 19th Century Novel – Builds directly on the last unit of Y9 (texts and contexts of the Victorian period), as well as on the study of seminal literature from different eras in previous years; consolidates students’ knowledge 
and understanding of themes and how writers express their ideas through the study of either A Christmas Carol or Jekyll and Hyde; builds and develops knowledge of nineteenth century historical & social contexts, exploring 
how all big ideas combine with these to create meaning; develops aspirational reading skills introduced in Y9 and embeds all other reading skills. (Reading: CON, CM, E, I, LA, SA, WM, WT, Z; Aspire AI, B, EV)

Power & Conflict Poetry Anthology – Builds on the comprehensive range of reading skills developed in the previous unit through continuing to study the 15 GCSE poems started in Y9; focuses particularly on the big idea of

Power & Conflict, but also draws in threads from all other big ideas to form more in-depth and developed readings; practises inference, analysis and evaluation skills in order to increase sensitivity in understanding of

meanings and effects; develops a comparative approach to texts, looking at links and connections between the poems and their ideas/themes. ((Reading CON, CM, E, I, LA, LQ, SA, WM, WT, Z; Aspire AI, B, EV CO)

Shakespeare Play – As this is a more challenging text, it is studied in the second half of Y10, when students have greater confidence in coping with the demands of GCSE study; builds on previous years' study of two complete 

plays and Shakespeare's contexts & conventions, to enrich knowledge and understanding of either Romeo & Juliet or Macbeth; explores how all big ideas combine to create meanings for both contemporary and modern 

audiences, as well as how plot, language, form, structure and stagecraft are used to create meanings and dramatic impact. (Reading: CON, CM, E, I, LA, SA, WM, WT, Z; Aspire AI, B, EV)

By the end of Y11 we expect students to have extensive knowledge, appreciation and understanding of all six big ideas and how these relate to texts, the wider world and 
their place in it. They will have become thoughtful and considered readers, with the crucial reading skills they need to enable them to succeed in their lives after school.

Modern Text – Studied after the 19th century novel and Shakespeare, so students can compare and contrast these older texts with a challenging post-19th century text (either An Inspector Calls or Lord of the Flies), to deepen 

their understanding of how meanings are shaped by conventions and contexts of both production and reception. Consolidates a more subtle understanding of how all big ideas influence meanings and the writers' 

intentions, as well as how form, language and structure are used for effect. (Reading: CON, CM, E, I, L, S, WM, WT, Z; Aspire AI, B, EV)

English Curriculum 

Revision of all texts (personalised by teachers to meet students' needs), in order to prepare them for their GCSE exam and their lives after school; includes revision of plots, themes, characters and big ideas, as well as 

honing students' essay writing and exam skills to meet the demands of the curriculum. (All skills listed above)

Trial Exam & Feedback – Paper 1 – Having studied the 19th century novel and a Shakespeare play, students now practise responding to questions on these in exam conditions. This will inform both them and their teachers of 

gaps in their knowledge & understanding and areas for future revision. (All skills listed above)

Trial Exams & Feedback – Papers 1 & 2 – Having now studied all texts, students practise responding to questions on these in exam conditions. This will inform both them and their teachers of gaps in knowledge & 

understanding and areas for revision. (All skills listed above)

Unseen Poetry – Having deepened their understanding in the previous unit of the different forms and structures of poetry, students now learn how to approach unseen poems; includes strategies to identify meanings and big

ideas; develops proficiency in discussing and analysing the technical aspects of poetry and how this impacts on meaning. (Reading: CM, E, I, LA, SA, WM, WT, Z, CO; Aspire AI, B, EV)

Revision – 19th Century Novel, Anthology Poetry, Unseen Poetry & Shakespeare through practice papers/resources and exemplars; develops knowledge, understanding and skills. (All skills listed above)
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